Introduction
This chapter describes how managerial preferences examined in Chapter 5 actually operate at the management level in a factory. As discussed in Chapter 3, in the questionnaire, a separate set of questions from the shop-floor level was prepared for data collection as compared to the management level. This was done because different effects of IT had been identified between the shop-floor and management levels from my previous empirical study (Kambayashi, 1996a) , and it could be presumed that a different type of IT use would be observed between the two levels. The questions were set to ascertain the use of IT by a line manager in a factory. As with the last chapter, I discuss CIU and IIU in turn in the following sections.
Findings on control-oriented IT use

General view
As I discussed in Chapter 3, CIU at the management level has been presumed to develop in six specific areas, and the relationship between CIU and the measures of actual practices of IT use at the management level is outlined in Table 7 .1. The results of reliability tests are indicated below the table. As indicated in the table, managerial preferences for CIU are presumed to appear as these concrete phenomena at the level of management organisation in a factory. Similar to the discussion at the shop-floor level, the managerial preference for the concentration of important information at the top management level would operate as, for instance, limited access for line managers to strategic information databases. The managerial preference for top-down information flow may need hierarchical control of information in a factory, which leads to making a line manager's job more like a 'liaison' function, centring on communicating instructions to subordinates. The managerial preference for simple job design, coupled with the preference for top-down information flow, would lead a factory to gain less information from across different functional boundaries, for example. Also it is presumed that a higher control-orientation may well need rapid access to information databases when problems occur on a line, thus requiring a line manager to report the problems to senior manager(s).
Statistical tests of the data, however, show that there was again poor consistency among the items of the 'composite' measures, and the items cannot be used collectively as a scale. Therefore, I present data based on each item individually, instead of calculating the overall average scores on actual practices in CIU at the management level. Figure 7 .1 shows general trends of each dimension of the actual practices in terms of CIU at the management level. As shown, the general tendency of CIU at the management level varies among British factories, Japanese factories and JFB. Regarding accessibility to strategic information, Japanese factories tend to limit line managers' access more than British factories and JFB. More JFB than British factories and Japanese factories have agreed to a line manager accessing strategic information. With regard to rapid access to an information database in an emergency, many more British factories and JFB allow it than Japanese factories. Few differences seem to be observed among British factories, Japanese factories and JFB in terms of 'gaining information from across different 
Pattern of IT use Actual practices
Control-oriented IT use (CIU)
• Accessibility to strategic information* • Rapid access to information databases in a problematic situation • Gaining information from across different functional boundaries* • Liaison as the main job • Communicating instructions as the most important role • The need to report major problems to senior managers
